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This document explores the substantive structure for my artistic research, a textual and
visual paper taking you by the hand towards my graduation project Home Is The Artist. I
don’t wish to passively criticize commercial creativity or advertising. We can learn greatly
from all facets of the creative industry, that is why I am exploring how we could improve the
creative work structure for those not feeling at home in an office.
by Sigrid Wilking
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Autonomous creativity, for me, is creating art from an inherent motivation. Autonomy, in
Western ethics and political philosophy, is the condition of self-governance, leading your
life according to reasons, values, or desires that are authentically one’s own. Using the
autonomous motivation in creativity doesn’t mean you can’t collaborate with others, or
commercialise a project. It means you initiate, research or create from your own intuition,
on your own terms.
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To Be Defined (2019)
by Sigrid Wilking & Yasmine van Maasakker
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In 2019 I collaborated with Yasmine van
Maasakker on a project exploring the current work culture
in The Netherlands, in a way it opened up my intrigue for the complex
establishment called adulthood. In the pursuit for money, wealth and status, most
adults conform to jobs that disregard their interests. I’ve always wondered why people
working in education, healthcare, and waste disposal industries were the ones protesting
against their scarce salary, since many would argue that these are fundamental pillars
on which any great society is built upon. Nevertheless, the distribution of salary in
the Netherlands shows working as general-, operational- or financial director,
real estate investor or banker is interpreted as the most prestigious
(Olsthoorn, 2020).
especially the
Adulthood and It’s Obligations
chapter ‘A Fifteen-Hour
The perplexity of this topic interested
Workweek’, Bregman cites multiple
me even more when both my uncles, for
experiments and proposals that suggested
different reasons, became unemployed
a leisure-full life. It seemed that with the
at the age of 50+. As a child growing up
ending of World War II, the workweek
without knowing my biological father,
hours gradually decreased, but during the
these two men were a big part of the few
reconstructions in 1980, economic growth
male examples that were represented in
was translating into more consumption.
my life. Working (hard) and earning money
One of the most important developments
to support your family is an exemplary
of the past decades, the feminist revolution,
task. Both my uncles decided to remain
increased work among families even more
unemployed. One argued working for a
(Bregman, 2018). Analysing the historical
boss is the most restricting and exhausting unfolding of our modern-day work culture, I
thing to do, since you outsource your
think it has been evaluated as an ineffective
intuition. The other, resigned because of
way of sustaining a fruitful existence.
conflict, decided to take care of his mother
An overarching structure has arisen, a
and focus on personal interests and
structure that obliges us to work and
hobbies. They probably didn’t think it was
consume continuously. Humanity rarely
the noblest or easiest decision to make, and questions how welcome such structures
they have dealt with the administrative and
are, let alone how we should deal (or not
financial consequences, but it inspired me
deal) with it.
to self-shape a future that is not necessarily
Monetizing Autonomous Creativity?
in line with traditional employment.
During my years at the academy, I
The project I mentioned before, To Be
developed myself as an autonomous and
Defined, visualised a utopian community
critical thinker and maker. It has always
that is sustained with a 4-hour workweek.
been in my nature to act intuitively and feel
Most of the underlying theory was based
passionate and close to my values and
on a book ‘Utopia for Realists’, written by
desires, my work often derives from these
the Dutch historian, writer and opinion
motivations. Which has defined my way
maker, Rutger Bregman. In his book, and
of working as autonomous. It took me a
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Meditation Battlestation (2016/2018)
by Tom Galle and Moises Sanabria
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little longer to describe myself as a critical
thinker. I used to be a calm and insecure
person, but while growing up learning
more about the (art)world, and interacting
with likeminded people – I found myself
strongly opinionated and driven to inspire
others and question existing assumptions
and hierarchies. I work collaboratively and
research-based. Meaning I find inspiration
and motivation in other people, and I base
my conclusions on external findings. As
I got acquainted with the Advertising
bachelor, I saw the value of combining
various disciplines and perspectives in a
visualising or solving
project. It ignited my artistic side, involving frustrations and problems in
me in subjects like speech synthesis,
my close environment. This makes
surveillance cameras, reconstructing
me a creative that likes to inspire
memories and climate change denial. others to work with me on positive
I’ve learned that I tend to work on
societal change. My internships at
small-scale but also global players in
the commercial branding and production
industry have caused a fascination
for commercialism in the creative world. A
corporate world which surprisingly is completely different from
the academy. Here you are seated behind a desk with a computer
as your instrument and all parts of a process are all of a sudden
divided over multiple people. Creativity becomes factory work.
Seperated, secluded elements like strategy, concept, illustration,
in a project?
copy, production are completed by people that are individual
Have we gone too
specialists. The office often feels static and staged as people far from creativity in
are stuck to their computers and interior choices are
commercializing it?
made higher-up. How does this sustain the
authenticity of the creator involved
As an artist, I feel obliged to
question higher structures, and in particular
the system of work. I am researching the
effect of monetisation on autonomous
creativity, and how I could let the two
coexist independently. That makes my
research question: What does it take to
maintain autonomous creativity in a profitdriven mentality of capitalizing institutes
and the advertising industry that monetizes
creativity at the cost of authenticity?
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Agora (2021)
by LIAG
Photography Iemke Ruige
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The Art Academy vs The Office

By comparing officed creatives, to
wage labor to autonomous ways of
working I am exploring the decline of
idiosyncrasy and growth of the maker
in the commercial domain. My current
conceptual specialization – from solely
design into advertising – has shown me
the gap between employing creativity as
a student at the academy and working
client-based at an advertising
agency.
While researching the internships of
my peers, I learned that the current
professional creative thinking environment
is quite oppressive, individual and passive
as it is focussing mainly on making profit
quickly, not on the artistic outcome.
This gap is not only measurable with the
newly-weds of the industry: Lucas Boon,
editor at BBP Media-Marketingtribune,
concluded that two-thirds of Dutch creative
professionals want to change jobs in 2021.
An absolute highlight in this research is the
assessment of the working environment of
the creative agencies. This is considered
‘not good’ by all respondents (Boon, 2021).
And, a survey by Jon Younger at Forbes
Magazine explains how Covid-19 has
opened up significant avenues for creative
freelancers since traditional agencies are
lacking innovation, agility and adaptability
(Younger, 2020).

“Kids are not frightened of being wrong. Not
that being wrong is the same thing as being
creative. But, if you’re not prepared to be
wrong, you’ll never come up with anything
original. And by the time they get to be
adults, most kids have lost that capacity.
They have become frightened of being
wrong. And we run our companies by this.
We stigmatize mistakes. And we’re now
running national education systems where
mistakes are the worst thing you can make.
The result is that we are educating people
out of their creative abilities.” His talk
concludes: we should treat creativity with
the same status as literacy (TED, 2007).
By questioning the institutes that employ
and nurture our creativity I realised talents
are often oppressed and restrained. Even
though creative thinking can yield great
insights and solutions, address problems
and bring people closer, art generally
doesn’t fit into the Dutch agenda of
efficiency and gain. Due to the bureaucratic,
and profit-oriented approach of most
companies and schools there is no room
for subjects outside the homogeneity of
capitalism. I found one of the few alternative
educational systems in The Netherlands,
Agora. The institute is focussing on learning
and self-development, rather than teaching,
as it guides children between 12 and 18
years old towards a self-chosen expertise.
Rob Houben, Agora’s manager, describes
the school as “a blend of a university
(where you have knowledge), a Buddhist
monastery (where you can think), a theme
park (where you can play) and a communal
marketplace (where you can trade and
swap things) (Webb, 2019).”

This complicated relationship between
the business and the creative world is
shown in multiple researches. Sir Ken
Robinson, a British author, speaker and
art education consultant, states that the
problem lies within education. Children
have the capacity of innovation, which our
educational system squanders ruthlessly.
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Several internship desks at advertising agencies in 2019/2020. Photos taken by Jill Vincientie, Sigrid Wilking, Dion
Hendriks, Leon Keizer, Lode Dijkers, Anouk Lemm, Sebastian Gudmand-Høyer and Hannah Sterke.
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The Niteshop (2021)
by Concrete Blossom

DKUK (2018)
by Daniel Kelly
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The Day Job

Today in Rotterdam the artist collective,
Concrete Blossom, opened their “embassy
of the super diverse city”. The Niteshop
combines selling chips and booze 24/7
with recording podcasts and organised
discussions about the importance of urban
culture and the political climate. The urban
creatives state they remix backlog into a
head start. As a certified voting location in
the 2021 Dutch parliamentary elections
they kicked off as a multipurpose public
space for meeting, debating and creating
(2021). More and more organizations, such
as SKAR, Atelier Club and CLIB, are renting
out workspaces to starting creatives, which
engenders group formation and emerging
creative hubs.

That’s where the day job comes in. Being a
person working in art often means working
two (or more) jobs. Extra shifts in a bar
or at Deliveroo, applying for marketing or
advertising positions in need of a passive
income. In the art world people often don’t
like to talk about it, because it might signify
you are not a ‘good artist’ but famous artists
in history were already working a second
job. Leonardo da Vinci, held down at least a
dozen occupations, from cartographer to
engineer to painter to architect. At that time,
the renaissance human, who was known to
excel at multiple things, was praised.

But today the gig
economy is gobbling up people
which causes great precarity in the
job sector. In this economy, companies
Multiple initiatives are trying to improve
enter into short-term contracts with
creative environments, but it’s financial
independent employees to accommodate
value is still underrated. I am of the opinion temporary projects. Because of the
that good ideas, and good art, should not
increasing economic rapids, organizations
take financial reward or compensation
demand an increasingly flexible labor market,
into account. But, to pursue a career in
which is often at the expense of the employed.
the creative industry, one needs to
This results in rather generalisation than
make a living somehow.
specialisation, forcing me to think: am I better off as a
Jack of all trades, master of none.
To pay the bills I have been making coffees and sandwiches on the weekends,
and in my spare time additionally creating logos and websites for dentists and
hairdressers. This kind of work doesn’t necessarily add up to my artistic development,
or challenges my creativity in a way. Working in a coffee bar or as a commercial designer
may not be what I thought I would do in the future, but it surprisingly often crosses
different subjects or perspectives that open up new insights. As an artist serving coffees I
recognise or gain things a deep-rooted barista wouldn’t, concurrently the perspective of
Stance – regular client and retired nurse – is as inspiring for me.
Visual artist Daniel Kelly, graduated Camberwell College of Arts in 2007, found a
way to combine his two worlds beneficially. After being a hairdresser secondly,
he opened DKUK. A concept where a group of artists are retrained as
hairdressers, using their artistic background and knowledge to
enhance their hairdressing skills.
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INSIDER/OUTSIDER (2021)
Photography Jan Hoek
Models Duran Lantink and Fran from
theatre group Lebel for Outsiderwear

INSIDER/OUTSIDER (2021)
Suit by Jan Hoek en Bruin Parry
Photography Duran Lantink
Model Bruin Parry
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“It makes every hair appointment here a
collaboration with our clients on a very personal project:
their hair.” As you are seated in front of a carefully curated piece of art,
you are invited to talk about the depths of the work, or enjoy it silently. DKUK has
received Arts Council funding, and Kelly has commissioned more than 40 exhibitions
for the salon so far. He says the best thing is being able to create ‘a whole new model’
(Niemtus, 2018).
All things considered, I think making the
Bilateral Working
day job influence your practice, can – in the
right context – benefit both performances,
In March 2021, the Dutch public broadcast
corporation BNNVARA aired a show called not only financially but especially creatively
and collaboratively. Meaning the approach
‘We Gaan Het Maken’ (We Are Going
of the paying job can be influenced by one’s
To Make It). This programme followed
artistic view. In my career this could result
engineers and product designers while
in a hybrid practice involving multiple jobs.
they developed and realized a product
I will be an artist working at the coffee bar
for people with disabilities. The intention
and doing commissioned design work. A
was purely solving a problem for people
encountering situations ‘normal’ people
coffee- and design influenced artist. Or, a
wouldn’t face. Like not being able to go
design- and art related barista. The (day)
birdwatching, or not being able to play video job can be ameliorated by the uniqueness
games. Several professionals worked for
of the creative performing it. On the
weeks on the products that eventually
other hand, as art often involves different
answered seemingly impossible situations
perspectives, insights and skills, these can
(2021). Creating products this customized,
be extended by the knowledge required
non-profitable was only made possible by
at the salaried job. To take it a step further,
creating autonomous art while practicing
broadcasting the process.
the paid job would expand this concept
This bilateral way of working I also found
even more. It would work cross-pollinating
in the Dutch artist and writer, Jan Hoek. In
by introducing topics and specialists in
his work he collaborates with outsiders,
each other’s process, which could generate
people that are normally overlooked, to
understanding, new ideas and solutions.
create a new image together. He explains
This proposes a practical solvent for
in an interview with Milou van Rossum at
modern artists and designers to escape the
NRC how his relationship with Bruin Parry
commercial pressure for efficiency.
interacts with his artistic work. Bruin is a
young artist, to which the term outsider
Food, Reading & Pie
refers, he did not follow an art education
In 1971 in SoHo, New York, Gordon Mattadue to his down syndrome. Jan Hoek was
Clark and Carol Goodden initiated the
Bruins babysitter from a young age, next
artist’s restaurant Food. When poor
to his artistic practice Jan has become
artists were the only residents in the
his caregiver too. Now they facilitate each
neighbourhood, it offered them a place
other’s way of working, as an ecosystem
to eat and get part-time employment.
returning inspiration, tools and money
One of the specialties of Food was that
(Rossum, 2021).
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FOOD (1971)
by Gordon Matta-Clark

826 Valencia (2016)
by Nínive Calegari & Dave Eggers
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every Sunday night they had an artist
dinner, which was a full menu conceived
by an artist. Freely interpretable. One of
the most famous ones was a dinner by
Matta-Clark himself. It was just bones.
In the kitchen a Japanese artist cleaned
up the leftovers, and turned them into
necklaces for the customers. It became
a famous thriving community that served
meals and jobs for almost 3 years, until it
became so popular that Gordon and Carol
decided to shut it down (Porter, 2013).
Obviously, 50 years later the world has
changed a lot, the art world has become
very exclusive. An initiative like Food isn’t
really possible anymore in the age of big
pharma companies since there are not
many public or open spaces for people to
gather or create spontaneous enterprises.
But, the growth of e-commerce, especially
during the pandemic, has caused
the vacancy of commercial premises
to increase by an average of 40% per
year. This makes room for new alternative
shops or services that offer a more elaborate
experience (NOS, 2020).
826 Valencia was founded in 2002 by educator
Nínive Calegari and author Dave Eggers, they wanted
to support overburdened teachers and connect caring adults with
neighborhood students who needed a little help with their writing. They
landed a spot at 826 Valencia St. (San Francisco) and set to work. But because
the space was zoned for retail, they needed to open a store. They looked at the
ship-like structure of the building, and decided to open a pirate store. Behind the
store, a crew of volunteers built the writing lab. Word spread quickly, and soon
every chair was filled with students working on their writing with trained tutors
(2002).
A similar thing happened in 2009 in a small town called Greensboro,
Alabama. PlayLab, INC., a group of NY adventurous multidisciplinary
designers, created a lo-fi pie shop to foster conversation
between diverse groups. A simple sign in the yard was
enough to have people walk in, asking about
pie and having a coffee.
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Untitled (2018)
by Edi Rama

“I found myself drawing almost all my working time whilst interacting with people in my office or on the phone,”
he said in a 2016 interview. “I began to understand that my subconscious was being helped … by my hand to stay
calm while my conscious had to focus on demanding topics.” Edi Rama, visual artist and prime minister of Albania.
(Waldman, 2018)
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Pie Lab (2009)
by PLAYLAB, INC.
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The town’s pastor, Steve, asked if he could
bring his guitar because he found that he
was comfortable after a little while. The
project became about sharing stories.
Later a young illustrator walked in, they
worked together on a portfolio website
to get into art school. And, they designed
a home for a villager housing chopped
wood. Pie Lab has since then gone on to
win grants and awards, and has been a
fully functioning shop and small business
incubator (Coates IV, 2018).
Besides the practical value, creating
something with human mind and hands
or in social interaction evokes a certain
creativity causing xenogamy which
complements the non-profit work as much
as the paid employment. People from
different ‘bubbles’ co-create and learn from
each other, resulting in a diverse community
– even more interesting for future projects.

passive income and difficult struggles for
funding. It’s value is often ignored but you
can probably imagine what creativity can
do, or could do in the future if we set it free
again.
From this research emerged a project
which I am eager to proceed. It captures the
facilitation of working autonomously and
cross-disciplinary by allowing the artistic
process and a considered ‘non-artistic’
process to coexist and to influence each
other where necessary. This is initiated
from the desire to rethink structures and
provide new contexts within creating. It
challenges the precarious passive income
within the autonomous art and design
practice by shifting the pressure of profit to
an external entity.

The institute providing this I call Home Is
The Artist. The name derived from the
viral quote ‘Home Is Where The Heart
Conclusion
Is’. A sentence that has been shared
Creating art comes from an inherent
into oblivion but nevertheless utterly
motivation. You are extremely critical
recognizable for people from many
because you are constructing something that origins. Besides the interest in this
hasn’t been constructed before. That generates memefication, Home Is The Artist
a certain importance, a drive. A motivation
stands for providing a safe and
that can move mountains, and can get things
comfortable place for every artist.
done money only could never buy. It can fetch
I aim to do so by exploring the
self-developing educational systems, embassies definition of work and autonomy
for urban culture and political climates, new
among several people, including
perspectives on hairdressing, problem
myself.
avoiding products for people with disabilities,
representations for outsiders, artistic and
job supplying restaurants, pirate stores
that help young readers, and story
collecting pie shops.
But it conflicts with the capitalistic agenda
of efficiency and profit that most institutions
handle, which leaves artists without a
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Monday Meetings (2021)
by Paloma Wool
Model Naï Lydia
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Raugh Desk (2002)
by Andrea Zittel
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Dansk Magazine‘s Spring Summer (2017 )
by Ben Lamberty
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Dansk Magazine‘s Spring Summer (2017 )
Model Katie Moore
Photographer Ben Lamberty
Styling Daniel Edley
Creative direction Uffe Buchard
Makeup Cedric Jolivet
Hair Jerome Cultrerra
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Conjecture On Employees (2019)
by Binger Lee
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Conjecture On Employees (2019)
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The Office (2019)
by Yuefeng Jiang
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The Office (2019)
Photography Yuefeng Jiang
Fashion Stephanie Christinel
Model Vincent Pelletier
Hair & Make-Up Amber
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Numéro Russia Office (2018)
by An Le
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Numéro Russia Office (2018)
Photography An Le
Art direction Victoria Pavon
Styling Emelie Hultqvist
Hair Hiro + Mari
Make-Up Yuki Hayashi
Set David De Quevedo
Casting Ricky Michiels
Producer Victoria Pavon
Model Marjan Jonkman
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Büro (1964)
by Thomas Demand
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Copyshop (2001)
by Thomas Demand
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Dolly Parton on Twitter: “The holidays are over, y'all. It’s54/106
back to that 9 to 5 #MondayMotivation”

